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• 80+ companies strong and growing

• Workgroups:
  • Technical – Specifications
  • Driver – Linux™* Host and Target fabrics driver
  • Marketing – NVMe awareness

• Learn more at nvmexpress.org
- Effective scaling of PCIe\(^*\) attached NVMe\(^*\) is limited to 255/system
- Datacenter requires scaling out to 100’s or 1000’s of NVMe SSDs
- Traditional scaleout adds translations between Hosts and NVMe SSD
- NVMe over Fabrics extends NVMe and enables SSD Scale-Out & Low-Latency I/O needed by the datacenter at near local speeds

\(^*\)All names, trademarks, registered trademarks, service-marks, brands, and logos may be claimed as the property of their respective owners.
NVME OVER FABRICS
Industry standard definition of NVMe over Datacenter Network Fabrics

- Shares same base architecture and NVMe Host Software as PCIe
- Specification defines interface supporting multiple network fabrics

NVMe over Fabrics specification defines how NVMe is extended to support new network fabrics
The vast majority of NVMe architecture is leveraged as-is for Fabrics
- NVMe Multi-Queue Host Interface, Subsystem, Controllers, Namespaces, and Commands
- Allows for use of common NVMe Host software with very thin fabric dependent layers

Primary differences reside in the discovery and queuing mechanisms
Fabric Capsules are messages with “encapsulated” NVMe content

- Data Section may be sent either within the Capsule or via a fabric type dependent data transfer mechanism (RDMA_READ/ RDMA_WRITE)

Host to NVMe Controller

NVMe Controller to Host

Data transfer to/from host resident buffer
Discovery Log Entries

- Information needed to establish connections to NVM Subsystems
- Accommodates multiple transports and address types
1) Create a fabric-dependent transport connection

2) Send a Command Capsule with Fabric Connect Operation (AdminQ Connect establishes an “association” to an NVMe Controller)

3) Send <any> Authentication Fabric Commands

4) AdminQ or IOQ Ready for NVMe Commands
NVME OVER FABRICS
Capsule Exchange Example
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OpenFabrics Alliance Workshop 2016
### Architecture
- Separation of NVMe Core Logic and Transport
- Common NVMe Core across all transports: OS and Block interface
- Common NVMe Fabric agnostic functions: Capsules, Properties, Connect, and Discovery
- Thin transports with limited NVMe awareness that can interoperate with multiple targets

### Implementation
- Separate Driver Components
- Components interface with Multi-Q Block layer
- Pluggable Transports

Retains efficiency of PCIe NVMe access over fabrics
### Architecture
- Virtual NVMe subsystem representation of PCIe SSD Subsystem
- Separate NVMe subsystem core components and transports
- Discovery Subsystem and controllers

### Implementation
- Creates logical NVMe Subsystems and Controllers that are presented to Hosts
- NVMe Namespaces are logically mapped to physical block devices
- **Linux Host and Target Kernel drivers operational**
  - Target configured with NVMe PCIe SSD
  - To ensure fabrics transport is fabric agnostic it has been tested on InfiniBand™*, iWARP, RoCE RDMA adapters
  - Host has been tested with multiple target implementations

- **Drivers are still being performance tuned**

---
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---

*OpenFabrics Alliance Workshop 2016*
- NVMe over Fabrics Specification complete
  - In release candidate final review
  - Available publicly on nvmexpress.org: 05/16

- Host and Target drivers will available in upstream Linux kernel
  - Upstream Kernel under drivers/nvme/{host/target}
  - Available: shortly after specification released in ~4.8
  - Fabrics supported:
    - Local: PCIe
    - RDMA: Fabric agnostic kernel verbs transport
    - Fibre Channel (under development)
    - Other fabrics transports under evaluation / pathfinding (e.g., kFabric)

When the specification and Host and Target code is available
Please download, test with your fabric hardware and environments
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